Home Learning EYFS Week Beginning: 22nd June 2020

This week, we are taking a jet plane to South East Asia and visiting India! We are learning
about the story the Elephant Dance by Theresa Heine. If you don’t have the story at home,
you can listen and watch it here; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xsDWEvQawA

Literacy- In the story of the Elephant Dance, what did the Grandfather tell Ravi about India?
Can you write it down?
UW- In India, they celebrate Diwali. Watch this video about Diwali;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_nuCHUhUcE
Can you write down a fact you now know about Diwali? You could even draw a picture
to go with it.
Maths - We are looking at repeating patterns this week! Can you make your own repeating
pattern? You could draw your patterns or use objects around the house to make a pattern. Can
you challenge yourself to make a different pattern with more than 2 repetitions? How about
3?

EAD- We have visited a lot of places the last couple of weeks and have spent time looking at
world maps, I am sure you are all super at spotting the different countries now!

In the story of the Elephant Dance the Grandfather says that India is the ‘shape of an
elephant’s ear’, do you think it is the same shape as an elephant’s ear?
I am challenging you to have a go at drawing your own map of India. You could also draw some
of the animals you might see or any special landmarks that you have learnt about on your map.
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Wednesday – Friday
Writing- In school we are going to write down the facts we have learnt about India, can you
write down the answers to the following questions about India… (it’s okay if you do not know,
we are going to use the internet to research)
What is the capital of India?
What Language is spoken in India?
What colours are on the India flag?
What animals might you see in India?
What landmarks are in India?
UW – We are looking at the differences and similarities between the clothes that are worn in
the UK and the clothes that people wear in India, can you write 2 things that are the same and
2
things
that
are
different?
Watch
this
video
for
some
ideas;

https://vimeo.com/57760822
EAD- As you learnt about earlier in the week, in India they celebrate Diwali. They often draw
Rangoli patterns during Diwali using many pretty colours. Can you try to draw a Rangoli pattern
yourself? What colours will you choose to use?

Maths/Technology- Can you choose the right shapes to finish the pattern?

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/shape-patterns
Maths- Choose one of the objects that you used earlier in the week to make a pattern… can
you hide it and describe to someone where it is so they can find it?
- Above something
- Next to something
- Below something
- In front of something
- Behind something
Can you challenge yourself further and have someone hide it and they can describe where
it is to you. Were you able to find it?

